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THE IUN 

The I. U.N. deserted from or thodox ufology in September 1987 when 
various ex-lrrDFORG , YUFOS and BUFORA members who were dissat isfi ed wi th 
the state of UFO groups and publicat ions in the UK ran away to see 
together. We saw and we concurred . Formed into small guerilla cells we 
exist to ha r ry silly ufo logist s and their sad belief systems , subvert 
ordinariness and t o t ell it like it r eally is . Our public image is t hat 
of a network of ufologist s who assist each othe r as and when neccesary . 
In reality we do just tha t . The I. U.N . also publish case r epor ts, 
create long- runni ng hoaxe s to tell our grandchildren about, a nd run UFO 
lectures and courses and have lots of fun . The I. U. N. have plenty 
overall theories as to the nature of the UFO enigma , but we aren't sure 
which is right this month . 
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The Small Print at the End of Time 
Sorry we' re a bit late this issue. A 
combination of Christmas and dramatic 
house renovation i s the cause . Happy new 
year and all that stuff and thanks to the 
many subscribers who sent Christmas 

rds. 
Wri ti ng about ufology in the midst of 

t he Gulf War seems a bit trivial really 
puts the silly beliefs about 

raterrestrials and cattle mutilations 
nto much needed pe rspective . However · I 

ve no doubt that the f ert ile minds of 
orne ETHers will no doub t come up with a 

r fetched ~tory about how the 
Americans won because they had help f r om the greys. Nobody 'wins' wars . 
Even as we speak the four horsemen of t he apocal ypse are ..... 

Ufology gri nds on however and at Christmas I was sent the January 
is~ue of FATE magazine . This issue contains the bes t piece of UFO 
research &-aebate I have seen in a long t ime . It started back in March 
last year when writer John Keel put f orwRrrl the idea that the Roswell 
crashed saucer stories came about as a result of a I~W II Japane se Fugo 
bomb balloon crash . With the MJ-1 2 and Gulf Bree ze losing suoport fast 
Roswell is the ETHers Alamo , and saying what Keel did is tantamount to 
pretending Salman Rushdie doesn't really eat babie~ on t oast , and cages 
1~ere w.ell and truly rattled . Ace ufologist and unclear physicist 
Stant on Friedman shot straight back with 1001 reasons why t he Ros11ell 
object just simply had to be crashed saucer wreckage - "The find in 
Lincoln County , New ~texico , was crashed saucer wreckage - not a Fugo or 
other balloon.'' But you people have a ll r ead The Roswell I ncident and 
those other books along those l ine s so let' s look at Keel's a r gument . 

About Keel . He has been involved with ufology since before it began, 
has been through all the various ufological fashions, and is probably 
t he most misunderstood researcher/wri ter the subject has seen . Mainly 
because he is too i ntelligent fo r most of his readers, who als o have no 
sense of humour. The Alais ter Crowley of ufology! So he is far more 
well placed than most to oass comment on most aspects of the subject . 

Keel's contention is tha t far from be ing the vanguard of an invasion 
by implant 1lielding nasties the Roswell crash was the result of a 
Japanese Fugo halloo crash . The Fugo ba lloons were launched by Japan in 
the latter stages of WW II and consisted of a 33 ft diameter balloon 
made from rice paper with a plastic and metal gondola slung below 
carrying i ncenda ry bombs made from magnesium. According to Keel an 
American TV show, Unsolved Mysteries recenetly reconst r ucted the 
Roswell damage from eye witness accounts and it was identical to extant 
photographs of Fugo wreckage. Re- read the many eye-witness accounts t o 
the wreckage in the light of the fo regoing - 11hat they found does sound 
like a balloon now, doe sn't it . Conside r also the ' hieroglyphics ' found 
on the material . Japanese scrip t would not exact ly be a common sight in 
New Mexico at the time and could easily be mistaken for hieroglyphics. 
One witness also described seeing 'flowers' pressed into the Roswell 
debris. Keel says tha t the balloons (not the gondola or bombs) were 
made by Japanese chi ldren as part of the wa r effo r t. Pressing flowers 
i nto it would ~eem reasonable . 

Keel opines that media UFO contamination is the reason that so many 
people can now be found who ' know' it was a crashed saucer . Curiuosly, 
as the evnt recedes in time more people seem to have witness ed the 
wreckage. Hmmmm. lfuy would the authori ties n<>t have just openly s tated 
it was a Fugo balloon, if it was one? Who knows , but when Kevin Randle, 
co- author of a new book on Roswell, asked the military to declassify 
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the Roswell file they t old him to go away . In 1965-56, whe~ Keel askerl 
to see the Pentagon files on the Pu~o balloons lte was also refused . 
Draw your own conclusions. "Revi vee\ every few years by untraineci, 
inexperienced amateur enthusiasts who are dedicated to trying to prove 
their personal beliefs in flying saucers" as Keel says the pro- E~H 
Roswellers are sadly constantly re- i nventing the ufological wheel -
but not getting pas t the square s haoe seen on Plintsones cartoons . 

l~ith growing contentions, well resea rched and a l l having some basis 
in reality, frequent ly raised that the Ros,~ell i ncident was one of a 
number of a mundane ob j ects , i t is time for the ETHers to prove it was 
none of those thi ngs rat her t han sugges t it ~1as something else . IJe 
know balloons and r ockets exist and crash. l~e know people cannot 
acc ura tely report what they see and we know the UFO myth exsists . And 
we know there is money and kudos t o be gained by suggesting you know 
THE TRUTH . I would sugges t that any reader interested in pursuing this 
line of thought obtains the January 1991 issue of FATE magazine . 

The facts about the Pugo balloons are not the ramblings of a 
disordered ufological mind eithe r, they are well documented in 
numerous magazine articles and books. In short, according to Keel , the 
Roswell mystery is solved (again!!) . The real mystery is why so many 
people have allowed themselves to think i t real ly was an alien craft . 

'Normal' ufology seems pret t y dead at the moment and the 
strangeness fanc i e r s a re , even as we speak girding tlteir loins for the 
first corn circle (read cuckoo) of tlte summer . It would serve them 
right if the various teams of ~oaxers stayed at home t his year! 

,Those peopl e out t here who think that the c r oo circles and such 
nonsense are created by some fo r m of 'non- human intelligence ' (this is 
goi ng to be t'le big tl:teory over the next few years I think), should 
draw cold comfort from the type of ' non- human intelligences ' rlesc ri bed 
in the writings of occultist Kenneth Grant . I n an interview in STRANGE 
magazine, no . 6 about a magickal working rocket scientist and 
occultist Jack Parsons wAs involved in, Grant is quote rl as saying; 
"Tite working began in 1945-46, a few months before Crowley's death in 
1947, and just prior t o the wave of unexolained aerial phenomena now 
recalled as the 'Great Flying Saucer Flap' . Parsons opened a door and 
something flew in . " Grant exoanded on this idea i n a recent inte rvi ew 
in SKOOB OC'-ULT REVIEW, saying the message of t hese intelligences is 
"Tha t caution is required in the use of the technologies which man is 
in process of devel oping" . Ano t her theory for you all to suck on and 
one cer tainly no 1Jeirder and lots more fun than ' non- human 
intelligences ' warning us abou t W!'lte r shortages . These intelligences 
might be after your ass tho . Time to dust off t hat old Banishi ng 
Ritua l of the Less er Pen t agram your unc l e left you , or t o rattle that 
rosary now perhaps . Better still, fi nd a oi ece of meteor ite, build a 
ci ty r ound it and form a r el igion to w>~ rd 'em off, and wash it all 
down with a stiff djinn and tonic. 

So, if we 're tal king about alleged non human intelligenc~s I think 
the occul t ists and magickians wl-to have been at it for donkeys years 
know slightly more t han the bunch of English cbanellers and wannabe 
ufologists w ... o are currently pontificating on the crop ci r cles (and 
soon prohahly a great many other things). Fundamentally th~y wouldn't 
know a 'non-human i ntelligence' if one mounted them . 

On a final note, please r ead CArefully t he subscr iption news on 
page 15 · However, i f you are entertaining any doubts about re
subscribing to UFO BRI GANTIA in the future, pl ease bea r i n mind a 
r ecent l e t ter to YUFOS QUEST magazine in whi ch the writer a ' Mrs B. ' 
sai d "UFO BRIGANTIA makes me hopping mad and I dread it coming t hrough 
the lette r box . I don ' t know whe the r I can bring myself t o rene14 my 
subscription to it . " Wonclerful, the po•~er t o affect people 1 s minds 
without ever leaving the privacy of our a rmchairs . And Mrs B?. She 
didn't . Dare you? Ah well, back to t he bunker .-
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CROP CIRCLES- A Scientific· Answer? 
By Jenny Randles & Paul Fuller 
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Editors note: This article originally star t ed life as a draft for Jenny 
and Pauls presentation at the 1990 Oxford Crop Circles Conference . But 
it's here now and r epresents an excel lent overview of what J enny & Paul 
t hink and is a t i mely remi nder to all ufologists about some of tl-te 
basic facts which most S'!em to have forgotten . It's worth mentioning 
while I am here that Jenny has just been awarded an Honorary Life 
Membership of BUFOnA for services to ufology. About time too. 
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When you meet a friend in the local pub and th'='Y tell you that they 
have just seen a flying saucer , how would you react? 

Perhaps many of us would cast a sharp glance at the glass on the 
table and wonder how to recommend something a little less strong to 
drink without causing undue offence . 

~lost people's feelings tend to be a mixture of hil arity, sympathy 
and mild curiosity; the latter because - whilst few scientists may 
admit it - many, just like non-scientists, a r e intr igued by tales of 
UFOs . 

But just exactly what do we mean when we use that phrase 'tales of 
UFOs'? A fairly common translation might be 'stories that are not meant 
to be ,taken all t hat serious l y about someone claiming t o have seen 
little green men aboard a spaceship from another planet'. 

This heavy degree of presumption is easy to understand, because it 
is the one forced upon us by over 40 years of media mythologising about 
the subject . Unfortunately, i t has little- i f any- correspondenc!! 
with the truth. UFO in fact stands for nothing more than 
'Unidentified Flying Object' - ie something perc~iverl to be flying i n 
tlte sky that is not immediately recognised by the witness . It is no t 
even the same thing as an 'Unidentifiable' flying object, le t alone an 
extraterrestriAl spaceship. 

l~hat you read about in the tabloids regarning • flying sauce rs ' t ends 
to be garbled, sensationalised and 1-teavily filter ed by their own 
preconceptions. They RANT an exciting, dramatic science-t:ictional 
explanation for tl-te cases they promote because this sells copy . In the 
media mind (and that of most people who thus become ensnare~ by UFOs) 
there is a truism .. 'Mrs Jones sees spaceship' is ne~1s ... 'Hrs Jones sees 
spaceship but it was really just a weatl-ter balloon' is not. 

Indeed a typical report about UFOs to be found in the public domain 
is abou t as closely related t o probable reality as a Star Trek script 
can be said to reflect the modern scientific truth of the day within 
the current weeks issue of Nature . 

Let us start by looking at a cas~ in pint . It took place at 4am on 
20 January 1988 on the central highway between Perth and Adelaide south 
of the Nullarbor Plain in Australia . The rryad w~s quiet but a couple of 
t r ucks and a car driven by the Knowles family from Perth were spread 
across several kilometres. 

To cut short what w~s a protracted and quite frightening exoerience 
here is a summary of llhat serious, dedicated investigators with tl-te 
group UFO Research Austr alia found to have taken place . 

Tl-te Knowles' were on t~eir way to oay a surprise visit to a family 
in Adelaide during the country's Bi- Centennial celebrations. What they 
saw ahead of them on tl-te road was little more than a fu nnel of light 
(described at closest aoproach as akin to an egg resting in a tapered 
egg-cup - or, in other words - something that looked suspiciously like 
- a vortex funne l ). This swayed about from s~de to side and was. 
glowing, but also disappeared from time to time . 
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During the most harrowing phas~ of the exnerience they felt the 
thi ng was actual ly on top of t~eir car (although they s gw nothing) and 
bel i eved that the ve~icle was l i t erally st1cked up off the r oad for a 
time before being d r opped down again . There were numerous peculiar 
effects , such as a strange smell (akin to bakelite) and a blqc~ powder 
which came i nto the car . Their voices also underwent a peculia r 
alt ~ ration in pitch as if r esponding to major pressure changes in the 
local atmos phere . In their panic to escape the UFO the car burst a 
tyre and ca reered off t he r o 

. -- - -... .•-;... . .... , ... 
-· -. 

' -

Some minutes later at t he neares t town of Mundrabilla they met with 
local residents and the truck drivers (one of whom had seen the light 
in the distance as h~ passed t he location) . As dayl i ght arrived these 
observers were able to attest to t he fine dust, the smell and four 
small dents in th~ r oof of the car . They could a lso t ell that t he 
family (mot her and three adult sons) were evidently shocked by what 
they had seen . 

The story vas r eported t o Poli ce at the t own of Ceduna that same 
morning and an investigation began . Unfortunately a TV stat ion heard 
about the matte r and i n t e rcept ed the f ami ly before they arrived in 
Adelaide . They were s oon to f i nd themselve s t empted by t~e proffer ed 
media stardom. 

Once they had given the TV station their exclusive story no t i me 
1~as wasted by the media moguls in spr eading this around the world . 
Britain vas t ypical . BUFOUA r eceives press cnttings via and agency and 
so we could monitor the reaction from all na tional and regi onal 
sources. This case generated a l most 150 SPparate stor i es in such 
newspapers. Most British dailies car ried it . This was the largest 
amount of publicity fo r any sing l e UFO case ye t on record vithi11 this 
count ry . 

What wer e these stor i e s like? The headlines all over the world 
followed a predictable trend as started by tha t Aus tralian TV station . 
Whilst the Knowles f amily had simply repor ted (quite honestly) what 
had occurred and spoke of lights, smells and pressure forces , ti1ese 
quickly escalated in some quarters into craft and alien powe rs . The 
stories ranged across mildly presumptive ya r ns such as 'Ti1e pong from 
Oute r Space ' (a Br i t ish tabloid) to another ( non British ) source t ha t 
reported ( i n somevha t of an exaggeration) how an ' alien beam' had 
'destr oyed ' the Knowles car! 

In other words, the case quickly became . so far removed from the 
reality that even the witnesses reported having difficul ty r ecogniiing 
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their own experi ence from some versions. The understandable reac t ion of 
mos t sensible folk , all serious media and virtually every scientist who 
heard this tale was to quickly forget about the hysteric~! nonsense and 
assume t hat it was reflective of wha t occurr ed and of no value 
whatsoever . 

This was the sort of understandable - but damaging - mistake that 
both science and the serious media tend to make all the time when it 
comes t o UFOs. In fact, the case had a very great deal more to it and 
tiAS of great i nterest. Indeed- as we ~~ill see i n a lit tle while - it 
coul d well have been one of the best visual encounters yet to go on 
record with the me t eorological fo r ce tha t lies behind t he crop cir cle 
mystery. 

You may think that we have taken this case out of context - choosing 
a story that just happens to fit todays debate .. If this is true- And 
we dis pute it then it is true only to a limite~ extent. The 
overwhelming majority of UFO evidence concerns reports of light s in the 
sky and other vague things . Proof of alien powers and of spaceships 
comes only in the mi nd of t hose who manipulate t he data and are 
despera t e to believe in them. 

Here are just a few now well-established facts: -

(i) 75% of all UFO sightings refer to lights in the sky. They are 
nearly all explicable after reliable investigation . These UFOs quickly 
become IFOs - or Iden tifiable Flying Objects . Typical misperceptions 
are of aircraf t lights seen under unusual circumstances, stars , bright 
planets; meteors, satel lit e debris re-entering the atmosphere, gas 
clouds released by rocket s as part of scientific experiments, weather 
balloons and more bizarre examples such as owls tha t are glowing in the 
dark after ingesting diseased fungi! 
(ii) A few lights defy simple exnl anation - S\lCh as the piece of movie 
film t ake n i n br oad daylight a t Cuddi ngton, Bucks . i n January 1973 by 
building surveyor Pe ter Day. The orange ball of fire that d rifted 
across the sky was seen by two other sets of i ndependent wi tnesses as 
well as the cameraman . That something w~s there is not in question . It 
MAY be jet fuel trapped in unusual meteorological condi tions but seems 
more likely t o have been a r are atmospheric process . Indeed, there are 
certain locations around the wor ld that we call 'window areas' where 
almost ident ical float ing gaseous lights have been seen on a regular 
basis. Much photographic evidence now exis ts; including that compiled 
by sc ientifi c exoedi tions mounted by research ins ti tutes and 
universities. Two of the best locations are the Hessdalen Valley in 
Norway and the Big Bend na tiona! pArk of Texas. Britain has its own 
'window' - the Pennine Hills hetween Skipton in North Yorkshire and 
Macclesfield in Cheshire, but sceptici sm and the lack of credibility 
which the UFO field incites has so far blocked any scientific 
ex!)edi tions which could - and should - be mount ed hP.re. There are 
consistent factors about meteorology , geolORY and atmospheric physics 
which s eem t o link these 'windows' t oge ther and if we can overcome the 
problems of scientific taboo surrounding these matters then real 
progress could be made. 
(iii) Th~re are a VERY few cases where apparently solid 'craft' have 
been reported. However, these a pparent 'craft ' are very often read into 
amorphous shapes through the human desire t o create artificial design 
i n natural phenomenon. Photogr3 phs taken during the i nternational 
geophysical year by a scientific expedit ion sett ing up a weather 
stati on on the uninhabited Atlantic rock of Tri ndade Island are a case 
in point. The photos that were taken look l i ke craft to some eyes but 
actually depict no more than a f uzzy s aturn- shaped mass that was 
presumably s ome sort of atmospheric event . 

This same process of seeking artificial intelligence behind what is 
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probably no more than a natural process is rife throughout ufology. It 
has now spilled over to the crop circle mystery, where rather than 
assume some sort of natural scienti fic exolanation to be involved, the 
truth is being distorted and disfigured and provokes a llegations of 
alien powers and strange intelligences. 

There is a simple reason for this. Host of the popular media 
pundits are really ufologists - wearing the hat of 'circle research 
scientists'. As yet the media have not cottoned on to the fact that 
these people are promoting the theory that an alien 'intelligence' 
lies behind the crop circles - or if they have, the media have by 
preference largely i gnored it, presumably for the same reason that 
they sensationalise UFOs. 

Sadly, for many, an answer to the crryp circle mystery is the last 
thing they want . It spoils all the fun and ends the wanton speculation 
that the media enjoy. Inconvenient things like eye witnesses who SAil 
circles being created, the overw~elming evidence in favour of a 
meteorological solution and the total lack of any factual evidence 
beyond pure speculation tha t demonstrates a need for non-human 
intelligences behind the crop circles - all gets brushed aside. 

Remember that there is another truism popular amongst the media. It 
says - 'Never let the facts get in the w~y of a good story.' 

From our many years of UFO investigation a number of 'Facts of UFO 
Life' have emerged. We would like to share these with you. We believe 
that the evidence supports them beyond any reasonable doubt . 

UFO fact of Life No . 1 

As many as 95% of all reported UFO sightings (quite possible even 
more) are not UFOs in any true sense of the word after careful 
investigation . They are merely BELIEVED to have been unexplained at 
the time of the event by someone unfamiliar with the natural 
phenomenon that they had misperceived. During 1976 the US Centre for 
UFO Studies paid professional astronomer Allan Hendry to investigate 
UFO reports full time for a year. Hendry's job was to try and find 
explanations for the 1, 307 UFO sightings reported via the centre's 
toll free telephone line by contacting airports, the police, 
meteorological organisation and employing simple common sense. hendry 
found that almost 90 per cent of reported UFOs were simply nocturnal 
lights, and of these 90 per cent were immediately explicable . Of his 
entire sample of 1, 307 cases, only 113 reports remained unexplained 
after investigation, and even some of these suggested evaluations that 
could not be proven. This fi nding has been repeated time and time 
again all over the world by responsible UFO groups. 

UFO Fact of Life No . 2 

Our first fact of life tells us that 95% of the MILLIONS of witnesses 
now know to have made UFO sightings from every civilised nation on 
earth are often seeing evidence of craft and intelligences (usually 
aliens in spaceships) that simple does not exist. 

This indicates that there is a subconscious model common to 20th 
century society about what UFOs must look like, what they can do and 
what causes them to appear . This cultural stereotype is the result of 
a thousand-and-one science fiction films, books and plays that promote 
the myth that UFOs represent alien intelligences. This is responsible 
for reinforcing stereotypical images through the major media outlets. 

UFO Fact of Life No. 3 

The cultural stereotype began with the 'birth' of the UFO phenomenon 
in 1947 when a private pilot (Kenneth Arnold) observed a formation of 
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crescent-shapes over the Cascade Nountai ns of liashington State, USA . A 
journalist reported on t his account (where Arnold termed what he saw as 
FLYING 'like saucers when ski oped across water' - or - perhaps more 
familiar to most of us - skipping a flat stone across the surface of a 
lake) . The report .;! r used the term 'flying saucer' referring · to this 
motion but almost everyone who subsequen t ly heard the tale assumed that 
'flying saucer' described the objects shape . Artist reconstructions, 
science fiction movies and (much more importantly) thousands of 
witnesses started to literally depict UFOS AS saucer shaped. In other 
words , we know for certain that a key tenet of the UFO myth (the 
reputed sa11cer shape) is not a real fea t ure of the phenomenon at all, 
but an accidental consequence of a chance phrase used to describe 
another aspect of it . This effect of social trends moulding and, to a 
large extent, CONTROLLING THE FORM of the phenomenon can be seen 
repeatedly within the evidence . 

UFO Fact of Life No. 4 

UFOs did not suddenly spr ing out of nowhere in 1947. 
represents the time when the term 'flying saucer' 
inven t ed and so created a pigeon-hole into which 

This year merely 
(Later UFO) was 
to slot peoples 

experiences. 
In fact the books of journalist Charles Fort record many media 

stories of UFOs in the period 1890-1940 and a great deal of historical 
anecdotal evidence has been compiled ; eg from computer specialist Dr 
Jacques Vallee and fo l klore researcher Dr Thomas Bullard . This proves 
conclusively t hat UFOs have been seen throughou t the ages and were 
interpreted a ccording to the culture of the era . lfuat were effectively 
little more than strange lights were turned into something of 
contemporar relevance social 

People SAH signs from God 
r the Devil during the middle 

fantastic airships by 
inventors during the 
part of the last 

entury and phantom weapons 
and rockets from Nazi Germany 

ring and immediately after 
rld War Two. 1947 appears to 

be a watershed merely because 
it is the time when the 
current social myth took hold 
of the evidence and turned 
these same light phenomena 
int o alien spacecraft . Indeed 
there are increasing grounds 
to believe that with the 
incorporation of the crop 

circles into a 1990s concept of greenhouse effects, ozone layer holes, 
rebellious earth forces and universal warnings about pollution and 
environmental decay we are seeing the first signs of a new phase in 
this seemingly necessary social myth taking it a~ay from alien 
spacecraft and into an era of ' Cosmic Ecology' . 

These facts seem to us to have an obvious consequence. If UFOs 
represent t he space-age version of a long-standing social myth (which 
the 'alien crop circles' may now be superseding) then almost all of our 
assumptions about both UFOs and crop circles may he false . lie are not 
finding solutions to the actual phenomena but invent ing ideas that are 
stimulated by nothing more tangible than the face-pain_t t)lat1 disstui:)es 
the real core of the experience •. it's current mytholog1ca c11sgu1se 
rather than its true cause. 
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What is that real core? It is something (or more likely some 
things) that have bee n present i n our atmosphere throughout history, 
for which science does not as yet have adequate exolanations and for 
which we therefore tend to resort to supernatural: style myths to 
accommodate this failing . 

l~e ought to remember that science is not at the summit of 
knowledge. This is a mistake every generation makes, only for its 
folly to be demonstrated when nel~ facts, theories and phenomena are 
discovered and integrated into our world view. 

For many years astronomers denied the 
fact that people saw meteorite s fall to 
earth because, they insisted, stones did not 
exist in the sky so could not fall to earth . 
It took someone from another branch of 
science entirely - a chemist - to PROVE that 
meteorites were extra-terrestrial and so HAD 
come f rom space . This opened up a new field 
of astronomical research. Ye t meteorites, 
like many other phenomena, obviously existed 
even before they were understood or adopted 
as part of scientific dogma . Rainbows were 
seen long before mankind had the physics to 
explain them. The sun was deified long 
before we came up with a theory of nuclear 
reaction to show how it functioned . 

This the reality of the UFO mystery and 
' it may t ake meteorology to play the role of 

devil's advocate and show many other fields 
of ss ing within the data. 

are strange things going on within our atmosphere which 
presently defy full scientific explanation. When seen by witnesses 
they are clothed in spectacular fash ion according to the myth of thP. 
day - exhibiting undeniable proof through something we call ' cultural 
tracking' . 

These encounters are always AT the level of modern technology and 
scientific comprehension - NEVER beyond it . Yet any true alien force 
would have shown indisputable proof of its alien nature by utilising 
FUTURE technology in sightings which occurred during the 40s and 50s . 
The fact that it only used 40s and 50s technology is obvious proof 
that 11ha t we SEE as the UFO phenomenon is camouflaged through a heavy 
mask of social factors which can easily get mistaken for the UFO 
phenomenon itself . In fact this mask is nothing but semi -relevant 
candy floss. 

We use the term UAP to make our point . This stands for Unidentified 
Atmospheric Phenomenon which is what we are convinced to be 
responsible for the few remaining unexplained phenomena. The term UAP 
presumes less because UFO is far too tainted by the media myth of 
alien spacecraft. 

Is there just one type of UAP or are there several? We are again 
convinced that the UFO phenomenon is a rag-bag assortment of various 
different UAP. Anything on the fringes of atmospheric sci ence gets 
shunted i n to this area, where science ignores it (because science is 
afraid of the peer ridicule if one takes UFOs too s eriously). 

Ufology - in effect - no longer has much call to exist as a 
science in its own right because in effect it has become a branch of 
meteorology. 

There may be half a dozen different types of UAP, and some are more 
relevant to geophysical processes than meteorology. However, two UAP 
types seem to be responsible for a very large proportion of UFO 
reports and along with the geophysical events (often known as 
earthlights) may be said to have mo re or less· SOLVED t he UFO mystery . 
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The first of t hese meteorological UAP is what we might call 'Super 
Ball Lightning' - t ypifierl by the fol l owing case . 

The date was 30 Decembe r 1977 and location Exhall in l</a r wickshire. 
At 4.30 on a cold and cloudy day a golden ball of l ight appeared from 
out of cloud and was seen to hove r above electricity pylons . It had a 
shimmering haze around it and remained stationary for some moment s 
before suddenly accelerating upwards i n to cloud . At the spot where it 
vanished a dis tinct hole appeared in the cloud cover and thi s persisted 
f or some minutes before beings f i lled again. The hole 11as several times 
the apparent diameter of the ball. 

This is a relatively simple s tor y - representative of many UPO c2se 
f i les . Here the witnesses (four in number ) observed a natural 
atmospheric phenomenon which seems to have had an ionizing radiation 
field associated with it and that f ield presumably charged the cloud 
during its passage and so created the artificial hole in the layer that 
persisted until that charge naturally dissi pated . 

The records of UFO groups are full of cases which offer interesting 
pieces of scientific data which might help us understand the phenomena 
t hat are responsible. Often there is some correlat ion with the accept ed 
meteorological phenomenon of ball lightning , but we believe that 
extreme or peripherally rel ated forms of this may tend to get reported 
out of the met eorological field - with witnesses being under the 
impression they are UFOs . This must distort the data base upon which 
atmospheric physicists make deductions about the form and behaviour of 
ball lightning. 

UFO records may include countless examples of 'super ball light ni ng ' 
(plus some examples of standard ball lightning) . But science rejects 
them because of the bad press ufology rates . This situa tion benefits 
nobody and one way to improve matters is to clean up the image of 
ufology, which we are s eeking t o do through our research . 

The other phenomenon with which UFO records are liberally sprinkled 
and which seems to be of immediate importance to meteorology is the 
force that may well lie behind the crop circle s - the phenomenon dubbed 
by Dr. Terence Meaden as a ' plasma vortex ' and which we, for 
expediency, henceforth refer to as a Meaden vortex. 

We have both been convinced for some years that the crop circles -
like UFOs - are explicable by natural atmospheric processes. We have 
watched Dr. Meaden's gradual development of his work and supported it 
both morally and practically since 1983. All the accumulated (and still 
accumulat ing) evidence seems t o us to be in support of a vortex as the 
basic primary source of crop circles and we have constantly said so 
within the media . 

We should stress that, although our work has often been t hrough the 
medium of BUFORA and represents what is probably a consensus view 
amongst most of the BUFORA heirarchy, it is NOT a position adopted by 
the group (which holds no corporate opinions). We recognise t ha t there 
are BUFORA members who dispute our conc lusions, and are happy with that 
disagreement and continued fair debate on this issue. 

Another thing we should like to stress is that we dive r ge somewhat 
from Dr. Meaden in terms of the extent to which we believe hoaxing to 
be i nvolved within t he crop circle phenomenon. Ever since we saw the 
hoaxing of a qui ntuplet f o rmation by the Daily Mirror in an effort to 
catch out the Daily Express (July 1983) we have been aware of t he 
increasing predominance of this factor within the data base . 

Our opinion is that there is evidence for a direct correlation 
between t he rising numbers of reported circles each year, the increased 
media attention levels AND the incidence rate of hoaxi ng . We further 
contend that an unknown number (but probably many) of t he huge 1989 
total of 300 crop circles were likely hoaxes. That hoaxers can choose 
complex formations and key si tes in an effort to establish clues about 
an intelligence also provoke s pseudo-evidence about the artificiality 
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of the phenomenon. We further believe that likely hoaxer candidates 
come from the fringes of the UFO movement or sources out to test the 
gullibility level of t he fie l d . 

We can state absolu tely that we are certain t ha t not all hoaxes 
have been recognised as such - despite cl aims to t he contrary by some 
crop circle r esearcher s . I ndeed, some hoax circles have been promoted 
as mysterious by members of this fraternity who seek to demonstrate 
that a superna t ural explanation is t o blame . There are al so signs of 
' name games ' and othe r evidence of convoluted HU~IAN involvement in 
some cases . 

That said, we are satisfied that hoaxing is NOT the only factor at 
work and tha t a Meaden vor tex offers the best solution presently 
available - especiall y for basic c r op circle types . We wholl y reject 
the unnecess ary and sensationa1is t claims about 'unknown 
intelligences' and 'unknown forces' that certain influential crop 
circle researchers are repeating . I n our view they have jumped to 
completely speculat ive solu tions when phenomena more i n line wi t h 
accepted science MUST be considered as the better option if the facts 
support them . And indeed - we contend - the facts do appear to support 
them . 

In addi t ion to our chr onicling of t he social histor y of crop 
circles i n our BUFORA boo klets we have recen tly spent some time on a 
major literature and archive survey of the UFO phenomenon in an 
attemp t to ascertain whether it offers support for the concept of a 
Meaden vortex. 

I F such a vort ex exi s ts then it must have been r eported befo r e t he 
birth of t he crop c i rcle mythology - which we can date to those 
circles found at Westbury , Wiltshire, in summer 1980, because these 
were the fi r s t to achieve national media attention . earlier vor tex 
sighti ngs woul d have probabl y been repor t ed wi thin the con t ext of 
ufology , jus t as othe r rare a tmospher ic processes appear to have been 
so reported in the past . Hence the UFO data base offered an empirical 
test of the Meaden Vortex theory . 

The r esult of the inves tigation form the basis of our new book -
Crop Cir cles: The Mystery Sol ved? Bu t here are some of t he 
highlights : -

(i} We found s ix 'new' pre-1980 circles from Great Britai n . All were 
reported - i n t he loca l press or t o UFO organisations - a t the t ime of 
occurrence . At least one w~s phot ographed . EVERY SINGLE ONE was 
outside of We ssex . In our vi ew this is very effective evidence that 
the 'Wessex Triangle' is a media inspired myth, and t he 
predominance of circl es i n this singl e a r ea s i nce 1989 i s part ly a · 
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product of increased searching and the media attention focused upon 
Hampshire and Wiltshire. Altl"lough we accept that there may be other 
factors at work; eg the incidence of sea breeze front~, large areas of 
cereal crop in the region, etc . 
(ii) On an interna tiona l scale we also found more than 20 'new' 
recorded cases of crop circles from many coun tries . These countries 
included; Australia, Brazil, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, Sweden, 
Uruguay and several states of the USA . 
(iii) We found ext ensive evidence of clos e geographical links between 
crop circle locations, UFO ' windows' and ' waves' where sighti ngs are 
concentrated (both temporally and spatially) and cases where vehicle 
interference and o~her ionization effects were reported. 

A classic illustration here is the hills to the north east of· 
Marpl e, Cheshire, which sported a car-stop and light phenomena in 1968, 
a cloud-cigar vortex case from 1974 a nd a daylight observation of a 
vortex with physiological effects and a reported crop circle left in 
its wake in 1988. All of these events were completely independent of 
one another and occurred within an area of just a couple of kilometres . 
Again in the Aylesbury - Tring area, crop circles, UFOs and a classic 
car stop case have all been recorded in a similarly confined area (very 
near where the movie film of the UFO reported area was also taken) . 
Once again, i n this location, a steep hill slope escarpment traverses 
the area, and precise wind direc t ions can be correlated from the time 
of events with corn circles and UFO sightings, thus establishing 
evidence of a meteorological link . 
(iv) A very large number of eye1dtness observations were uncovered 
describing what retrospective analysis strongly confirmed to be Meaden 
vortices . These repeatedly contained features, such as a tornado 
funnel, unexpected blasts of wind and spinning compass needle effects 
which become explicable in the light of the Meaden theory; although to 
the witnesses and investigators at the time they were baffling aspects 
of an 'alien' UFO . These cases spanned EVERY type of UFO exuerience -
from lights in the sky to car stop cases, and from ground trace 
landings to claims of alien kidnap. Even the most bizarre were 
remarkably well suited to the Meaden theory . 
(v) Within the case data we found many recurrent and significant clues 
to t l"le physical status of the UAP that seems to lay behind them. These 
often referred to what appear to be either atmospheric vortex effects 
or ionization and included examples of glowing , ionized clouds, 
relevant physiological symptoms, signs of electro-static attraction, 
'levitation' effects on people and vehicles and more. 

Here is just one typical case. It occurred at Saito , Uruguay at 4am 
on 18 February 1977 when strange lights were observed by a rancher, his 
family and farmhands. Cows were running wild, a 60lb police dog reacted 
fiercely and generator driven lights failed as a saturn-shaped mass 
glowing orange and r ocketing from side to side hovered within the farm 
grounds . It emitted such a powerful wind that some branches were torn 
from adjacent trees. The massive dog 'attacked' the UFO but froze in 
its tracks when within 15 fee t. The human witnesses wisely stayed 
further back but felt waves of heat and powerful electrical tingles 
close to shock-level intensity strike them as several bolts of 'white 
lightning' emerged from the underside of the mass and earthen into the 
ground. The glow now deepened to red and drifted away. As it did so the 
generator returned to normal but the lighting still did not work and it 
was discovered that the wiring had burnt out through a power overload. 
The closest human wi tness developed a red skin rash on exposed part s of 
the body and the dog stayed in and refused to eat in the immediate 
aftermath of the encounter. Three days later it was found dead at t he 
spot where it had 'frozen ' when attacking the UFO . An autopsy revea led 
it had been 'cooked' from the inside. The day after the sighting a 
single circle of 35 feet diameter was found fla ttened into the grass at 
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the spot. 
Case after case l ike this suggest.ed to us unmistakable evidence 

that the Meaden vortex HAS been observed throughout the world, 
mistaken for a UFO with 'alien' effects, and understandably been 
ignored by scientists because of the inevi table connotations . 
Occasionally crop circle evidence is direc t ly associated, furthe r 
strengthening the apparent connection. 

The Mundrabi lla, Australia, case is worth re-examination in this 
l ight . Here the witnesses observed a glowing mass that is described as 
being like a vortex funnel . It moved like a tornado i n i ts 'twisting' 
motion and there were signs of electrica l ionization, upwards suction 
and downward pressure, plus air pressure changes. · 

Indeed , one Adelaide scientist, Professor Peter Schwerd t fergger , 
actually suggested at the time that a dry electrical storm might have 
caused the encounter. His vie1JS were widely dismissed by the media and 
more extremist UFO groups, but rational ufologists subsequentl y 
uncovered several reports from other motorists out on that same night 
which may wel l support the me teorological connection. Mos t notable was 
one driver on the same road close to t he time of the UFO enc ounte r who 
reporte d s uddenly striking hurricane force winds t ha t disappeared as 
quickly as they came . I f a Meaden vortex were passing through t he area 
and the Knowles family just happened t o come into direct proximity 
whilst this was visi ble and at its mos t intense, wha t would they have 
reported? We bel ieve t hey would have described precisely what they DID 
r~port - the UFO encounte r that implied aliens and spaceships in the 
minds of so many other people and provoked media stories which grew 
like a fisbermans tale as t hey spread all over the world. 

The outcome of this case shows in mi croco sm the problems that we 
f ace. Careful investigation has offered numerous clues which suggest a 
natural, atmospheric solu tion to be very feasible . But by the time i t 
was possible to document t he case it had already become so dis torted 
by the media representa tion that all hope of scientific i nterest had 
long s i nce disappeared. Only ufologists were left to pres e rve data and 
not always very cautiously. 

Yet amidst all the hyperbole there is a nugget of scientific truth 
to t his case, just as there is with so many oti1e rs. It can lead us 
into new research about the forces at work within our atmosphere. But 
to do so many prejudices must be overcome a nd it remains a tragedy for 
modern science that the bizarre ideas and wild theories of a fe.,. 
ufological mavericks professi ng they are 'circle research scientists' 
can prevent mainstream researchers i n atmospheric physics and 
meteorology from looking at t he gold-dus t in t he UFO evidence that is 
waiting to be discovered. 
????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????? 
UEERQUOTEQUEERQUOTEQUEERQUOTF.QUEERQUOTF.QUEEROUOTEQUEEROUOTEQUEERQUOTEQ 

UFOs seem to be part of a general invasion of the archetypes. If they 
are archetypes, they are somehow projections of ourselves, and in that 
case, the new age belief that we create our r eality is thereby 
partially verified. On this theo r y, we should be able to explain all 
t he anomal ous effects through our own collective power. In t hat case , 
UFOs and channeled entities a nd guardi an angels would be part of a 
sys tern of reality we are creating. Bu t to what end? To warn us, to 
instruct us , to awaken our potential, to remind us that we are the 
creators of r eality, to cause our minds and bodies to mutate, to 
accelera te our evolution: these are a few poss ibilities that come to 
mind . 
Michael Grosso: UFOs and the Myth of the New Age in Cyber-biological 
studies of the ( Imaginal Component in t he UFO Contact Experience 
(Archaeus 1989 , USA) 
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SUBSCRIPTION NEWS 

Please take note of this. As from t his i ssue UFO BRIGANTIA is a 
quarterly publication . We wtll now pub\ish four times a year and the 
issues will be Jan- Mar, April-Jun, July- Sept, Oct-Dec . Each issue will 
be published sometime in the quarter, as near to the middle month as 
possible . This step has been taken for several reasons . Firstly we 
need to increase subscription rates. I think it costs quite enough at 
£8 already so we are going to s tahi !.ise the price at this sum and 
reduce the issues, with the possibility of being able to add more 
pages to each issue or when necessary . Secondly, I think a quarterly 
publication is more suited to the doldrums ufoloP,y is in at the 
moment. Little happens outside the tawdry world of UFO politics at the 
moment and good, in-depth cases have been thin on the grourd for a 
long time . Thirdly, I have no r.~sire to churn stuff out just for the 
sake of putting a magazine out (it makes me cynical) and a quarterly 
publication will (should!) allow us to pay a little more attention to 
the magazine's appearance and contents . Fourthly I have many pressures 
on my time at the moment and would like to devote more of it to riding 
my Mountai n Bike, listening to hot rock 'n roll and to sitting staring 
into space than hacking away a t the computer day in and out . 

So, there you have it. From being a monthly originally to being a 
quarterly in five years, whatever next. Existing subscribers will 
still get their six issueq and it won't alt~r our joint sub 
arrangements with Northern UFO News . One other change will be that all 
subs ~ill in future be based on a May subscription date. That is if 
your sub runs out in October, you '11 be given a pri.ce to re-new it 
until the following May when the full sub will come into play . Don' t 
worry, you '11 soon get the bang of it. This arrangement will also 
enable us to do al~ay vi th the traditional double s ummer issue which 
seems to confuse many readers every year even though it is clearly 
stated as such. You may think all this is unfair in some way, if so 
pleas~ comment or complain accor~ingly. You may also think £8 is a lot 
to pay for four 32 page- ish issues . All I can say to that is you try 
putting a magazine together for less. Thanks . 
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! HELP! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

UFO MODELS 

Philip Mantle is interested in obtaining UFO models . If you have any, 
in any condition, age , size etc please let him know . Alternatively if 
you know of shops or mail order firms which sell them, model firms who 
make them or generally have any info on the subject please contact him 
at the address on the intro page. 
/?/?/?/?/?/?/?/?/?/?l?l?l?/?/?/?/?/?!?/?/?/?/?/?/?1?/?/?1?1?/?/?/?l?/? 

UFO VIDEOS 

Have you got any UFO videos, eiyther commercially made ones or items 
from TV. If so !UN member a nd video archivist Rod Haworth would like 
t o hear from you. Rod is offering a non-profi t service to exchange UFO 
videos, ie if you send him something he hasn't got, he'll send you 
items you haven' t got . Contact him at 37 Sandyway Drive, Har le Syke, 
Burnley, Lancashire. 
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LETTER FROM AMERICA 

RICK A. HALE, l~ASHINGTON I TJSA 

INTRODUCTION 

Philip Mantle writes: After the publication of the Aveley abduction 
case in booklet form, the IUN received a let t e r from a Mr Rick A.Hale , 
a resi dent of IYashi ngton i n the USA. Mr Hale was keen to correspond 
with John Avis, the central figure in the Aveley case . Mr Hale was of 
the opinion that his own abduction experience was similar in many ways 
to that described by John Avis . Unfortunately we were unable to put Mr 
Hale in contact with John Avis since we no longer know of his 
whereabouts (if anyone reading this does know where he is we would 
Apprecia te it if you could let us know), but Mr Hale did agree to share 
his experiences with t he r eaders of UFO BRIGANTIA . IJhat foll ows is ~lr 
Ha le's own personal account of his abduction experience , related to IUN 
inves tigator Philip Mant le i n personal correspondence . 

Andy Roberts writes : This is the first in a series of long letters sent 
to the !UN from Rick Hale . Not our usual cup of tea but I am running 
them over the next few issue s because I think that Rick's candid 
account of his perceived e xoerienc es show vividly the kind of mind set 
that many 'abductees' etc suff e r from and also becAuse it is a good 
account of grass roots ufology . It's also a bit of a cautionary tale of 
US UFO investiga tors if you read between the lines . 

HISSING TIME 

Dear ~lr ~lantle , 

I would first like t o thank you for your time to respond to my letter 
and to pass on this informat ion to John Avis if he reappears in 
Britain, plus your very kind offer to help me if possible . 

I will firs t tell you of my encounter before hypnosis which I 
underwent 12 years later. I was 21 years old and unemployed and in 
search of a job . I was hoping to ge t a job working in the woods for a 
logging company . I was single and had just moved back home with my 
parents, who lived i n Seattle , lolasllington . Before I was laid off my 
job , I lived i n the small loggi ng town of Larr ington, Washington , for 
about 7 years, and worked as a road grader oper a t or . 

After I had finished moving my belongings back home I packed up my 
car with camping equipment . It was in the month of June , 1976, and the 
weather was nice and warm so I was job hunting, fishing and camping 
out , basically enjoying myself . At the time of the encounter I was in 
the area between the towns of Ellensburg and Ole- Elum, in a spot call ed 
I ndian John Hill, on a road just off Highway I90 . It was a dark warm 
night and I was heading towards a camp ground I knew about, to get some 
sleep. I was thinking of eventually headi ng to Idaho, where one of my 
uncles l ived, to try and get a job, but I neve r made it . 

Now before I ge t too far ahead of myself, let's back up a couple of 
days . Because this I feel is very important . I was camped at Forks, 
Washington, near the Pacific Ocean, which is a very popular logging 
town . I was at the camp when a thought hit me t hat I never have though t 
about before. It went s omething like this, • if E.S.P . or mind reading 
is true, or a fac t • in some people. By the way, I had proven t o myself 
i t is possible about a year before tll is . And "if E.S.P. is an evolved 
phenomena .'' That is to say "birds of a feathe r flock toget lle r creating a 
generation of highly psychic beings in a few thousand years or more, 
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maybe millions of years. Then it should be possible to contact any 
alien beings whose civilization is older than ours, who might be close 
enough to Earth to pick up on a persons ' vibes', that are directed 
towards the alien beings, kind of like S . E. T.I . " 

My frame of mind about UFOs at that time, was that it would be very 
exciting to travel in outer space, exploring the different worlds, and 
I would be willing to leave this planet to do it. So I decided I would 
try to contact a UFO by directing my thoughts to space and try to 
convince or entice a UFO down to land and let me come aboard, and I 
would drive around going to different places where I thought they 
would like me to wait for their craft. I realise this would sound kind 
of crazy to most people, but at the time it seemed quite logical to 
me . 

So that's when I started heading towards Eastern 1~ashington, 
because its terrain is wide open plains and desert with less people, 
compared to the west side of 1~ashington, which has more rain and 
clouds and people. I stopped and waited at a few spots near 
Ellensburg, but with no results. It was starting tD get dark so I gave 
up my 'vibe sending' and started heading towards a camp ground I knew 
about. By now it's been dark for about an hour or two and I turned off 
I90 on the Tanume Creek exit. I came to a stop sign and a fork in the 
road. The road to the right went to Tanume Creek, where the camp 
ground was, and the road to the left had a sign that said Eagle 
Valley. Since I never have been down that road I had a strong urge to 
explore it, so I turned left and started heading towards Eagle Valley. 
The road paralleled I90 for about a mile, then i t headed over I 90 on 
an overpass with no exits . 

At that moment I thought I was back on the Tanume Creek road 
because it does look like t he same thing, it goes over I90 too, and 
looks very similar, especially at night, and at that moment maybe 150 
yards passed the overpass, the road makes a wide turn to the right, 
then straigh t. As I was making the turn my headlights shone onto 3 
beings to my right. They appear ed to be about 6 feet tall, dressed in 
white suits with white helmets and dark coloured visors, very simi lar 
to those reported in the Ave ley abduction . The beings seemed to be 
about 10 to 20 yards away , walking slowly in a grassy field towards 
the road I was on . Now, you would think I would be happy that I had 
made contact, but my reaction was quite the opposite. 

A strange numbing fear swept through my body, from head to toe. 
Then I felt like I was going to panic. My next thought was to stop the 
car and turn it around and get the heck out of there, because I did 
not know where the road was going to end up at. And as far as I knew 
at the time, no one lived out there and I d id not see any traffic 
along the way either . The feeling of being alone with these beings was 
too much for me to handle . I wanted to get back to civilisation as 
soon as possible. .-- _ 

··-

As the beings were moving so 
slow I thought I could turn the 
car around fast enough and drive 
past them before they could reach 
the road and really freak me out. 
So I stopped about a quarter of a 
mile or less p3st the beings and I 
had to jockey the car back and 
forth about 3 times in the middle 
of the r oad. Fearing the 
possibility of getting stuck in a 
ditch . I finally got t he car 
turned around and started back 
towards the 3 beings. That quarter 
of a mile driye back was the 
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longest drive of my life . . 
At this point I noticed a beam of white light, "like a large search 

light in fog", i n the sky behind where I had seen the 3 beings . It ' s 
hard for me to tell how far away it was, but it seemed to be bout 30 
degrees above the horizon, maybe a mile away, making a slow turn, I 
saw no other lights around it , and it seemed to be heading in my 
direc tion . I thought to myself , hurry up and get out of here . At firs t 
I thought I would not make it out, but before I knew it I was bac~ on 
the overpas s and I could see the headlights of the traffic below, 
which made me feel a lot better . 

I made my mind up t hen to spend t he night i n a busy motel. So I 
headed back towards Ellensburg and checked in at the Holiday I nn, jus t 
off the freeway I90, just about 20 minutes drive away on I90. Then an 
odd thing happened while I was down in the lobby paying for my ~oom . 
There was a band playing in t he cocktail lounge and when the band 
stopped, someone announced that this was the last call for drinks . So 
it must have been close to 2. 00 am. I recall thinking that it must be 
about 12.00 or 12 . 30 am . I did not t hink much of it , I just lost an 
hour a nd a half somewhere that's all. 

There are more s trange things that continued to happen, but 
basically that was the main event. Everything vri tten down here did 
happen, I swear to God . 

If the 3 beings were in fact people, humans pulling some kind of a 
gag . It sure foo l ed me . In fact I can find no reason for anyone to 
dress l ike that at that time of night. Or it was one heck of an 
halluc ination . I will write another letter soon telling you about my 
hfpnosis sessions and wha t was revealed . I realise t his story does not 
sound much like what happened to John Avis, but you will jus t have to 
wait I've finished telling you the rest . I would also very much 
appreciate your honest opinion on the matter . Thank you for your time , 

Rick A.Hale. 
More Next Issue Kids! 

.?.?.?.?.? . ? . ? . ? .?. ? . ? . ? . ? . ? . ? . ?.? . ? . ?.?.? . ? . ?.?.? . ?.?.? . ? . ? . ? . ?.?.?.? 

Another Letter from America 
Editors no t e: In r ecent years some UFO r esearchers have concluded that 
some UFOs are actually secre t aircraft and cover technologies owned by 
various world governments who are only too happy to have them thought 
of as UFOs (who believes ufologists?). Thi s has become known as 'The 
Federal Hypo thesis' ( FH) and has been att ributed to many aspects of 
the subject, from alleged crashed saucers to the even more dubious 
underground bases . During the writing of Phantoms of the Sky Dave 
Clarke corresponded with Bill Spaulding of Ground Saucer l~atch (GSW), 
in the USA about the sub ject. Spaulding is a highly experienced 
veteran of the type of in depth UFO investigation most prominent 
r esearchers can only dream about and his comments are worth thinking 
about deeply . The following are extracts from his le t ter to Dave 
Clarke . 

Dear Mr Clarke, 
I am in receipt of your letter where you present nume r ous questions 
and requests for information pertinent to the federal Hypothesis (FH) . 
As an introduction to my own interest/involvement, as well as most of 
GSW' s members to the FH, I offer the following. 

In the beginning, GS!~ and especially the writer, publicly pursued 
the conclusion that some UFOs were spaceships, not of this planet . 
There is a two-fold reason for this approach to re searching the UFO 
phenomenon as follows: 
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1. I f 'researchers' wish to effectively work with other 'researchers' 
one must have common ground. This was easily obtained by simply stating 
one has an ident ical belief system t o UFOs . There is a perfect 
correlation between UFOs and religion. If one wishes t o obtain 
information from ot her ' bel ievers', then you mus t bel i eve in t he same 
thing . Otherwise you are branded as a sceptic . 
2 . If one wants to pursue the government (official) UFO documents it i s 
be t ter to be classified as a pro- saucer resea rcher . Todd Zechel, our 
fo rmer Direc t or of Research , wi t h associa t es within the U. S. gover nment 
intelligence agencies, proved this was an advantage since our initial 
lawsuit against the CIA in the seventies . 

I personally never could realistical ly believe t he sauce r s were 
extraterres t rial . The r e is no pr oof ! I believe , if researchers make t he 
claim of ETH, they they mus t prove their claims . To date, all they have 
accomplished is a series of over interpretations and an opening in the 
UFO field to the liberal r esearchers (those that believe in contact s , 
abductions , crashed discs , et al . ) 

When one t akes t he time t o study the UFO evi dence, the photographs , 
wi t nesses, documents, etc . it is easy to think there is a coverup 
existing . Researchers cont inually state "if the government would only 
release their data , we could prove the existence of extraterrestrial 
visi tations ". 

Once we real i sed that in the documents ob t ained under the lawsuit 
and the FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) the data showed there was 
less of a case to prove UFOS i n the terms of spaceships . This point 
obviou\1 , we embar ked on a pr ogram t o ob t ain i ndirec t saucer 
information . 

To date , we have discovered numerous 'classi fied' technologies of 
which many could have been overinterpreted as 'real saucers '. Other 
data obtained from visits (under the FOIA) to the lfhite Sands Missile 
Base, NORAD, t he Nati onal Archive s , etc . show tha t there exis t numerous 
bases where ' UFO ' reports/sightings were originating f r om . Liberal 
researchers who rus h to each little mystery, wittingly and unwittingly 
publ icise these s ightings out of proportion by making ridiculous 
claims . This is similar t o attempti ng t o prove t he fundamental belief 
of the bible by s i mply reading t he book. 

Because their belief in saucers masks logic and does not even 
address an opposing viewpoint , researchers not only have closed minds , 
they also use ci r cular r easoni ng , which only helps them 'suppor t' t he 
ETH . Believers a r e a f unny group of people whereas t hey laugh at 
inci dents such as George Adamski , stating it is a hoax , yet with open 
arms they claim some abductee/contactee cases as bonafide, when they 
have a less er amount of evidence than the Adamski sightings ! 

The skep tics are j us t as guilty , even though they are essentially 
corr ect withi n the i r assumpt ions tha t all cases are misr epresen t ations , 
hoaxes etc . Yet, the skepti cs do not provide acceptable answers to the 
saucer phenomenon . Obvious ly all cases are not hoaxes or what ever . Too 
many sound witnesses have observed a real object . 

Each of t hes e cat egor i es , t he conservative s keptic and the l i beral 
bel iever , have t heir own personal reasons for exoanding these belief 
systems . When in reality the only thing that i s accomplished is the 
confusion of the body politic/menia . UFO research is in a rea l mess . 
There is no objective , nor i s t he r e a real plan t o objecti vely evaluate 
t he phenomena . 

Once we realised the obvious problems vi th the ETH and began a 
program to start free thinking , we started to gain import ant UFO 
information . This data w~s not t he 1940-60 prosaic saucer 
references/claims made by offic ial document s . Ra t her, it pe r t ained to 
mounting evidence of America's high technology weapon testing and 
systems . Do not misunderstand me , there does exist some good official 
UFO documents . But they do not show the eXIStence ·of saucers as 
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spaceships . Rather, they show a deliberate trail of misinformation 
about saucers, a ruse to cover up high- tech testing. The CIA took over 
control of the UFO investigation dur i ng the Robertson Panel (1952) 
era . This aut hority was granted from the NSC (pr ecursor to the NSA) 
and the USAF became an 'arm' of the CIA to gather sighting data . 

The concept of the CIA was brilli a nt , as UFO researche r s cri ed 
coverup of i mportan t UFO informat ion by official sources, while the 
body politic was in partial agreement and then, eventually, confusion 
as the CIA conducted i ts pr ogram of saucer disinformation . 

Realistical ly , t here is no way t hat f l ying saucers from another 
planet could continue to be kept secret in the free worl d for 40 plus 
years . Particularly in light of the fact that most of America's highly 
clas sified programs , including stealth , lasers, SDI , a tomic weapons , 
germ/nerve gas testing, RPVs etc have all been made semi or f ully 
avai lable to segment s of the populous, especially those industries 
working on the projects . 

GSH has obtai ned i t s da t a by pursui ng avenues other t han reguesting 
flying saucer information from offici al sources. Eventually we 1-1il l 
publish most of this information in the form of a book on the subject. 

For now the saucer i nvestigation is a joke, as more and more 
researcher s lean towards the extr aterrestrial hypothesis . I am glad to 
see that there exists other s who are not fooled by t he current wave of 
flyi ng saucer fever. Our intent is not to attempt to change t he minds 
of others pursuing the ETH, but ra t her to show t he futility of 
circular r easoning . Too many persons have spent too much time & money 
in their pursuit of thei r belief system and it will be difficult to 
change this thinking . But it i s not as di fficult as the believe r s 
a~tempting to prove t he existence of saucers as spaceships . 
Respectfully 
Will iam H. Spaulding , Director, Ground Saucer Watch . 

U##U####UU#UUC##U#UUUUUUUUUUUU#UUUUO#UUUU#UUDUOOUUUOUOUCOOOOUUUUUCUCUO 
ODD ODDS 

2·t Milkmen to be extinct by 2000 AD. 
5·2 Cliff Richard to be knighted by 2000 • 
to-t British driving on right by 2000. 
20-t Next US president a woman. 
3 3-t Next US president black. 
t oo-t Man on Mars by 2000. 
100·1 Aliens from outer space to land 
on earth dead or alive within a year. 
500..t British Government to admit ol 
the existence of extra-terrestrial UFOs4 
500..t Proof of Loch Ness Monster/Yeti 
within a year. 
500..t Elvis to be lound alive In 1990. 
t ,000· 1 The Second Coming within a 
year. 
t ,000..1 Corn circles proved to be 
created by inhabitants ol Phobos, a 
moon of Mars. 
10,000.1 George Bush to announce In 
Congress that he has met an alien. 
within a year. (These odds woro relused 
to those who wanted to bet on Ronald 
Reagan.) 
25,000·1 Lord Sutch to be next Prime 
Minister. 

Sources: Ladbrokes. William Hill. AI 
least one person has put money on at 
the above odds. 

I wouldn ' t bet on it! 
Guar dian, 1990 

The Road To Paranoia 
I n UFO cases , paranoids are made, not horn . 
The entities make it very clear that their 
. victim's every move is ohserved . The mail and 
phones behave mysteriously and provide 
further evidence of this continual 
surveillance . They are given very precise 
predic tions ahou t the future . Not the usual 
wearisome generalities of the professional 
seers ("There wi ll be an earthquake somewhere 
in Apri 1"), but exact i nformation such as , 
"Next Thursday you will receive a phone call 
a t 9 . 32am informing you of the death of a 
distant relative". When the call comes in at 
exactly 9.32 on the appoi nted day, the victim 
is further convinced that the entities know 
everything about the future as well as the 
past . 

The UFO l ore i s clear ly based on classic 
manifestations that have no connection with 
outer space .. ... Many are driven nuts by the 
phenomenon , or t hey fal l into t he pat terns of 
f anaticism and become UFO evangelists . 
John Keel in STRANGE magazine no . 3 
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StnUntl or the skits: a rotary-wingod unmonnod aerial .-thicle 

Silent spy hovers 
on the horizon 

nm SKIES over British cities 
may lOOn contBin liny, silent ail· 
cnJt that can see, listen and even 
scent everythin,g that goes on hun
dreds or lett below. 

The use of Unmannod Aerial 
Vehicles (UAVs) by law enfO<Oe· 
mcnt accndc:s in the United 
States - brady to monitor the 
movements of drug dealers - is 
ol>rmins civil libenies groups 
there. Now, the makers of one 
version or the aircnft are plan
ning to market it in Britain, and 
have nlre.ndy rccch·ed an inquiry 
from Avon ond Somerset Police:. 

Some or the smaller ... ers:ions 
C1lUid well be usod in industrial 
~~e and sopbistic:ttod .. ,. 
sions II>Y< been deployed in the 
Gulf to watch the bu~d up of 
locoes in Kuwlit and the Saudi· 
Iraq borderlands. 

UAVs were r~nt dC\·eloped 
ond used by the fs111eli Defence: 
forces in the Arab-Israeli war in 
1973. But then the machines cost 
millions or dollars, were difficult 
co ope~te and sometimes unrcli· 
able. In the 1970s and 1980s. com
ponies developed tbe rocket 
UAV which sped p ... the waet 
reb)'ina inlorm:uion to • ship or 
land bose. These drone systems 
an: stnl in use. bu1 lor many appli
oations 1hey are too last. 

One or lhe largest modem 
UAVs is the T111cer m it. devel
oped secretly by Boeing. It hJIS a 
wing~pon equal to thot or a jumbo 
jet and eon circle 60,000 feet high 
al:lo\lc its target Cor more th3n a 
wee !c. 

Can~d:air's Sentinel on the 
other hand. is o rotaty-winged ..:· 
hicle which loolc.< like • brte dust· 

By Henry Porter 

bin and 01n hover for lour hours 
OV<r a tat~et while transmjuing 
information. It bas been tested by 
the US For<es and is also usod to 
watch the movement of people. 
cars and boot$ suspeaed of drug> 
tralrtckint in the Cuibbean. If 
Ctnadoir goes into large-scale 
production, the cost or a Sentinel 
will be OS lillie .. , £60,000·£70,000. 

"When it's high up you nevor 
know it's !here," said Catherine 
Chase, or Can adair. " It's very qui· 
et and it could be used to watch a 
whole am or a eiry. It is also 
painted with a special 1114terial 
which means that ir is does 001 
easily show ue on radar." 

The pos:slll;Jities of UA Vs are 
enormous. uyou can pul anything 
in these moehines." said Chip 
Johnson, who watches the avia
lion indu.stry for The WaU Srreet 
Journal. 

"Mnny have inCra·red 
equipment and also they are de· 
1·eloping long·mnge chemieol 
sensors which well out drugs_ 1 
can see why people are "'Oiried 
about the invasion of priv.Ky." 

The smallest UA Von the mar· 
kel is the bond-bunched Pointer. 
powered by an electric motor ond 
tiny lithium batteries. This is the 
model that is Interesting the Brit
ish police. lt looks lil<e a model 
aeroplone, has a 91twingspan, 
weighs less thnn 91bs and can be 
opernred by anyone alter two or 
lhree minute.s' i.nstruc:tion. It has 
• night duration or an hour and it 
1ransmlts pictures or recordings 
to a small pack on the J!fOUnd. 

The repor t opposite is f r om t he 
Independen t on Sunday 2/12/90 and 
as you can see reonrts on UAVs . It 
seems obvious that at 1 east some 
unexplained UFO reports must 
pertain to this type of machine and 
inreed one the IUN looked into 
alr:1ost certai nly is. I quote from 
Pha ntoms of the Sky (Hal e 1990) 
nage 37. 
"One UFO report which re'lched us 
during t he curr ent wave of ac tivi t y 
appears to confirm suspicions t hat 
RPVs (Remotely Piloted Vehicles), 
may lie behind a number of UFO 
reports. At 8 . 30 pm on 20 April 
1988 , over one hour before the 
outbreak of UFO sightings in the 
Barns ley area, two wi tnessP.s 
walking i n an area of farmland at 
Staincrnss, to t he nor th-eas t of 
the town, observed a l a r ge 
'triangular-shaped ' flyi ng ob ject 
with coloured lights which appear ed 
t o be operated by a man in a car 
w..,o used an aerial or control box 
to guide it in flight . At the same 
time, a fleet of four or five cars 
appeared on the lane and 'looked as 
if they ~rere chasing the object'; 
the cars appeared to have 
sp~tlights attached whi ch t he 
occupants were using 'to search t he 
fields '. These cars disappeared at 
high speed in the d i s t ance, 
apparently in pursuit of the 
'flying triangle', the man with the 
'aerial' having departed a t the 
same time . It appears more than 
likely that the 'UFO' ohser ved at 
Staincrnss - and perhaps l ater in 
the evening over the outskirts of 
Barnsley was a r emote l y 
controlled flying object . Who were 
the operators, what was the purpose 
of the exercise, and why di d it 
appArently take place in secrecy?" 

This piece follows nicely on 
from the Feder a 1. Hypothesis 
suggestion of Bill Spaulding and 
further brings home the fact t hat 
few ohse r ver s a r e aware of what is 
being flown in t he sky and are even 
less equipped t o identify wha t t hey 
do see . 
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"An antidote to stupidi t y" - Nicholas T"ezar d , Sunday Correspondent 
5/8/90 
"Rigorously rational" - Stephen Biscoe, Yorkshire Post 21 /8/90 
''A painstaking and worthy examination of the history of sightings of 
objects in the sky" - Roy Herbert, New Scientist 15/q/90 
"The book Magonia might have written a while ago'' - Peter Rogerson in 
Magonia 10/90 
''A boon for those with one table l eg that's just that l ittle bit t oo 
sho r t " 
Allan Staithes - lfobbly Table Fanciers Gazzette & Heeklv July 1990 

It's 
PHANTOMS'O'F THE SKY 

OK . You've heard abou t i t. You 've had the conferenc e, the T-shi r t, 
we've even tried to flog it to you . Now you can even read about it . 
PHANTOMS OF THE SKY by David Clarke & Andy Roberts is available, 
selling like hot cakes, and so we persuaded the Pope of the 
Paranormal , Kevin McClure to review it for us . This what he said (and 
we didn't have to bribe him at all): 

PHANTONS OF THE SKY by David Cl arke & Andy Roberts . Published by 
Robe r t Hale Ltd . 204 pp . ISBN 0 7090 4086 5. 

This is it - Ufology for grown-ups! The sturdiest nail yet in the 
coffin of schoolboy skywatching. Hith any luck, the book that sets the 
standarct for the public presentat i on of our subject for several years 
to come. · 

It is said that there are two types of UFO investigation; one 
intended to identify the unidentified; the other to ensure it remains 
just that. I'll go a stage further, looking at the r elationship 
between investigators and the cases they deal with. For some, it's a 
series of one night s t ands: taki ng out something a bi t fancy, being 
seen around with it: t aki ng and using wha tever's on offer, t hen 
dropping it in favour of the next attraction . For others, it is a 
long-term relationship, involving hard work and commitment, 
perspective and understanding. Not surprisingly, this sort of 
consistency offers substantial rewards, and anyone who knows David and 
Andy ' s work wi l l not be surprised to find them in the front rank of 
thi s latter group . 

Phantoms is not an exercise i n debunking . It does not use the 
tacti c of picking out a flawed case here, a hoax there, and writing 
off the subject on the basis that the few must represent the many . 
That approach has rendered the U. S. sceptics virtually impotent . No, 
David and Andy fill this book with names and places, cases and dat es . 
It is as good an overview of the ufology of recent years as is 
available, set firmly in an informed historical context . Al l t he 
important events of the eighties are there (except Gulf Breeze - if 
that's important) . There's MJ-12 and Rendlesham, earthlights and 
airships, Richard Shaver and the Halifax Slasher, Streiber and 
Hopkins, Roswell and Hed jujorge and Mary Jones (God bless her), all 
nea tly stated and analysed . You can see the s cope, and a s impor t ant as 
those cases are the ones in which the author s have themselves been 
involved, illus t rating what to do and what not to do, how 
misperception is less lethal than misinvestigation . Their lively 
accounts of Cracoe, Phantom Helicopters and other U.K. cases will be 
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new to many readers, who will wonder what would have become of more 
famous cases, given such thorough analysis . 

Behind all this -and developing within it - is a theory . It's too 
complex, and too good, to try to precis in a review, but it's based on 
the continuity of core events , and the matching continuity of 
perception. The theory is convincing, and quite satisfying too, because 
of the author's villingness to explain their reasoning as they go 
along, resisting the temptation to set up a mystery that's resolved in 
a last , dramatic chapter . 

With one quirky exception, the conclusions of this book are 
essen tially sceptical. IVe are alone. t~e are not being fished for . 
Nobody out there cares much abOut us, one way o r the other . But that in 
no way detracts from the pleasure both authors obviously derive from 
the investigative vork that they do . I hope that their next book vill 
be a detailed, blow- by- blov account of one or more, maybe historical, 
investigations, vritten up like the adventures they really can be. 

Few of us vith a book contract, writing in the hope of achieving 
respectable sales , are willing to throw out the baby with the 
ba th~ra ter. The baby here - the exception I mentioned - is shamanism. 
Just for a couple of pages disbelief is suspended, and our sceptical 
authors accept reports of events and abilities I suspect they would 
shred in any othe r context. they are far from alone in treating 
shamanism in this way, but I'm none the more convinced about it for 
that. Hovever, it's an aspect of the field that should be covered, and 
just emphasises the breadth of thi s excellent, literate, vital book . 
Read it. Understand it. In 10 years time most of us will be ans~1ering 
questions about MJ-12, Gulf Breeze , crashed saucers, underground bases 
and the rest with regret and embarrassment . Clarke and Roberts, with 
Phantoms of the Sky behind them, will have every right to knowing 
grins . 
Reviewed by Kevin McClure 

PHANTOMS OF THE SKY is available at via your bookshop or by post from 
the edi torial address for £13 . 50 inc . p&p (few copies only I'm afraid) . 

Remember! 
PHANTOMS OF THE SKY - The book even Whitley Strieber vould find it hard 
to base an experience on. 

><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 

REPORT ON COMMUNION BY Ed Conroy , published by William Morrow & Co. 
Price $19 . 95 (around £10 in real money- available from book importers 
such as Compendium or via Arcturus books in the US . ) 

With the publication of Strieber's extraordinary account of his 
abduction by non-human entities, his claims have nov been scrutinised 
by San Antonio reporter/journalist Ed Conroy. 

In his thorough investi ga tion Conroy has left no stone unturned, 
which makes this tome un ique in terms of follo v up investiga tion into 
an abduct ion. Conroy interviews all the people concerned with 
publicat ion of Communion, which shows that it had quite a rough ride 
between publishing houses before being accepted by William Morrow 
subsidiary Beech Tree Books . It would appear that the split between 
Strieber and Hopkins occurred when the book was in manuscr ipt form, 
Strieber vanted to publish his account warts and all but Hopkins vanted 
him to drop the more sensational aspects of his abduction. Not only did 
he show the manuscrip t to Hopkins but to other members of MUFON vho 
also told him to drop the se nsational aspects. Ignoring all their 
advice and publishing the manuscript succeeded in alienating him from 
the UFO fraternity fo r some time . 

The investigation into Strieber's childhood is vell handled , vith 
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intervietvs and comments fro m family and frie nds which constntct and 
image of young Whitley as a very intell igent boy from a verv middle 
class family . As with any youngster Strieber was a prankster and along 
with his friends played many a prank on his family and neighbours, but 
not mindless ones . From Streiber' s sister we get to learn about the 
alleged abduct ion from the train and the Hhitman shoo ting incident 
from one of his friends and his mother. 

Bringing things up to the present there are interviews with, among 
others, Jacques Vallee (with whom Strieber has become good friends), 
Linda Howe, Nat Laurendi (who administered the two lie det ector 
tests), Dr. John Gliedman and a letter from Donald Klein. To balance 
things a little there are interviews with some noted sceptics. Philip 
Klass makes !-tis usual 'they are all liars, looneys, money grabbers' 
etc statements , Rima Laibow gives her view as a psycho logist and 
Michael Persinger comments on how elect-c-o-magnetic fields can 
influence the temporal lobe in sensitive people. A worthwhile 
experiment but in my opinion somewhat wasted as nearly all abductees 
examined have shown no signs of Temporal Lobe Epilepsy or sensitivi ty. 

The r emaining chapters are concerned with speculation on who or 
what the ' visitors' might be . I must say Ed Conroy knows his onions 
when it comes to the historicAl aspects of the abduction phenomena. 

IUthout givi ng too much awRy, the most interesting speculation 
comes from Conroy i n that Streibe r ' s visitor experiences have provided 
Strieher with the artistic inspiration for his works and he quotes 
passages from Strieber's books, comparing them to passages from 
Communion to back tl-tis view up . Tl-te most disturbing aspect of all this 
is the way Strieber has tried to gain spiritual awareness from his 
encounters with t he 'vis itors ' . Given the nature of the experiences 
this sounds pretty unhealthy and suggest s to me at least, a darker, 
sado-nasochistic side to lfhitley Streiber's personality. I say this 
because whilst writing this review Channel 4 were showing a Sex Talk 
pr0gramme on the r elationship and emotional needs and feelings between 
master/mistress and servant . The conversat ions in tl-te show were ver y 
reminiscent of what was wr it ten in the book . Judge for yourself when 
you read it . 

Specul ation apart I give full marks to Ed Conroy for his work. I 
hope t hat this sets a precedent fo r all abduction and f ollow up 
r esearch . All in all · a book worthy of every serious researchers 
bookshelf . 
Reviewed by Terry Jones ( Il]}T) 
<?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?><?>< 

Dying Worlds, Dying Selves 
Martin Kotymeyer 

"It's the end of the world as we know it and I feel fine" 
Michael Stipe, REM, 1989 . 

"The End Is Near" warns the sign. Carrying it is a prophet in 
dishevelled garb, someone we instinctively discount as a troubled 
person or worse. It's a cartoonist's clicl-te . Chicken Lit tles having 
been war ning us about the state of the heavens on uncounted occasions, 
yet, comes the next day, we are still muddling along . A crisis here, a 
tragedy there at most serve as commas in the unceasing flow of 
history . 

The idea persists, howeve r . The fear and fantasy of world 
destruction recurs repeatedly throughout hi story1 . Anthropologists 
have encountered it in far-flung cultures and in a myriad of forms 
such as to suggest the idea extends back through aboriginal timesz. 
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IHthin the hi storical tradition the oldest figure espousing such a 
belief is aopnrently Zarathustra (c . 628-5Sl B.C . ). He predicted an 
imminent transfiguration of the world by means of an ordeal of fire and 
mol ten met~l 3 . In the Hebrew tradition, Ezekiel began issuing 
prophecies of doom in the year 587 B. C. He prophecied Egypt would be 
made so desolate and w~ste that no man or animal would set foot in it 
for 40 years4 . 

Christian1ty continuerl the tradition. The beliefs of Jesus that the 
world would end in his generation was central to his ministrys . The 
cataclysmic imagery of Mark 13, Hat thew 24, and Luke 21 - fam.ines, 
pestilences, wars, enrthquake~, roaring seas, the darkening of the Sun 
and Moon, and falling of stars - leaves no escape for him i n deser ving 
the title as Western civilisat ion's premier doom and gloomster. 
Following in t he footsteps of Jesus came the Revelation of St. John. 
Its poe tic vision of horror, D. H. Lawrence emphasised, "had a greater 
effect on second rate people throughout the Christian ages , than any 
other book in the Bible.6" The perpetual r escheduling of t he second 
Coming even i nto the present generation must be regarded as one of the 
greater testaments to the faith of Christians than to their historical 
sense7 . 

Christianity is har~ly alone in its o~sess ion with the idea of the 
end of the world . Science fiction has long been a plays: round for 
fantasies about global catas trophe and the end of mankind . David 
Ketterer, a student of the apocalyptic themes i n literature , regards 
these fant asies as part of t he bas ic plo t of all science fictionsa . In 
his inimitable way, Stanislaw Lem has pointed out how SF frequently 
evokes the a i r of negat ive omn ipotence i n it s almighty horror s of 
atomic Last Judgement, technologically-spawned epidemics, 
crystallizat ions, automatiza tions, and inundations of the world . Every 
self-respecting fan owns a library of the agonies of man which have 
become refined to the degree that the end of the world has become "as 
formally elegant as a well thought out gambit" in chess . Specialists 
have slaught ered humanity in thirty different ways and slyly look for 
more . '' Structur a l ly this end of the world SF has put itself on the same 
level as the cri me novel, and culturally it acts out a nihilism that 
liquidates horror according the the lnw of dimini shing returns9. Brian 
Aldiss, a historian of SF, has observed the f i n de siecle tint of the 
eighties has increased this preoccupation with the theme of the Dying 
Earth10 . 

Science fiction, through prophecy, at least is overtly fan tastic. 
End of the world ideas do get promulgated as beliefs even in the 
secular and rationalistic spher es of thought. There have been numerous 
reschedulings of the California Superquake within recent memory11 · 
poleshifts and earth changes a la Edgar Cayce have also had a \aae 
audience12 . The asteroid Icarus was once expect ed to crash into t he 
earth . Astrologers in India predi ct ed a day of doom. Ecologists offered 
numerous visions of imminent eco- catastrophe. A complete tally of such 
beliefs might prove amusing, but it can be left to others. The points 
s hould be apparent by now . These ideas seem to f a ll outside the realm 
of ra tiona! concerns about human survival . The mind repeatedly leaps 
beyond logic t o reach it . It is a passionate err or bespeaking something 
abou t the human soul . But what? 

The Psychology of the End of the World 
Psychology seems to have developed one or two insights into this 

phenomenon. Fantasies about the destruction of the world are a common 
feature of psychotic mental universes . Freud is t he mos t promi nent 
psychological int P.rpreter to observe world-catast r ophe beliefs are not 
in freq uent i n the agita t ed stages of developing paranoial3 · His 
favourite paranoid, the respected Judge a nd Doctor Daniel Paul 
Schreber , held a conviction of the imminence of a great catastrophe 
either by the withdrawal of the sun, by earthquak~, or by pestilence 
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through nervous disorders . Though he initially placed this event 212 
years in the future , Schreber came to believe that period of time 
elapsed and he was the only real man l eft alive . His doctors and 
attendants were 'mirac led up, cursorily improvised men.' With the 
p~ssage of time , he concluded he himsPlf had passed away and had was 
replaced. Despite the florid nature of the delusions, in practical 
affairs Schreber was reasonable and well-informed and never bothered 
people with his private beliefs save to publish a books stating 
them14 . 

Many a r e not so fortunate and are r educed to a state of 
debili tating madness. In The Autobio~raohy of a Schizophrenic Girl, a 
young lady named Renee describes in the early stages o~he r devel oping 
psychosis how she came to believe the frozen wind from the North Pole 
wanted to c rush the earth, to des troy it15 . She , in due course , 
regarded it as a sign or omen a nd confided t o friends her fea rs that 
'planes we r e coming t o bomb and annihi late them . She cove reel her 
conviction with a jesting manner because of misgivings her fears were 
unfounded and not generally held . Her sense of unreality continued to 
deepen and she began to see her madness as a country she described as 
an i mplacable bl i.nding light, shadow l ess. It was an immense space, 
limitless, flat; a mineral luna r countr y , cold as the wastes a t the 
North Pole; a stretching empt iness where all is congealed , 
crystallized , and unchanging . It was at once dazzling , astral, and 
cold . As time progressed she had waking fantasies of an elec tric 
machine that could blow up the world and rob all men of their brains. 
This machine then took control of her life and made her do sel f
destructive a cts like putting her hand in a fi re. 

Will iam J. Spr ing, who made a study of these world destruction 
fantasies, affirms eschatological concerns are f r equently met in 
schizophrenia, especi ally in the early s tages16. Floods, wars, 
revolutions , earthquakes , plagues, and mass poisonings form some of 
t he mo re common motifs. The wiping out of the human race is gene rally 
the anticipated outcome, but nations and mere cities have served as 
stand-ins . Ernest Keen, a narrative psychologist, goes even further 
than some observers and affirms he has "neve r known a paranoid who did 
not have catacl ysmic content" i n his expectations about life17· 

Lawful relationships in psychological mater i als are usually subject 
to qual i fica t i on and doub t and Keen's l aw is probably no exception. We 
can regard i t as a reasonable working hypothesis however. The cause of 
this relationship has been the subject of some theorising ove r the 
years . Not all of i t can · be trusted , eg Freud's libido 
interpretation~8 . But there is one explanation which has garnered a 
degree of clin1cal acceptance . It is nicely embodied in the following 
parable told by the fic tional, pro totypical debunker Michael Webb19 • 

1 As a philosopher I have a special license to be peculiar; so 
now I'm going to tell a fable . It' s short and soon over - so listen 
clos ely. 

One day a peasant walking along a river bank saw a fox 
struggling in the water . 'Help, help' t he fox cried . 'The world is 
coming t o an end.' 'You are mistaken my friend,' replied the peasant, 
' all I see is one small fox drowning .' ' Oh ... is that all?' Hunt er said 
after a moment's silence . 'What's the moral?' 'The moral is short and 
easy to remembe r: when around deep t~ater, watch your step .' 

The fable is as astute as it is succinct. As Freud put it, the end 
of the world is a project ion of an i nternal catas trophe . The ego is 
experiencing disintegration, dissolution, or loss of identity and 
these impulses are mirrored onto the external world20· 

Of 11 pati ents with world destruction fantasies, William Spring 
found the i dea of the patient 's own death played a prominent r ole in 
eight. Two fantasised about suicide , six had delusions of dying o r 
al r eady being dead20 . The identification of s elf wi th cosmos is a 
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frequent endpoint of t he paranoid process of self- development. This is 
t r agicomically i llustr a t ed by one o f Spring's patient s who believed 
himself God . He believed people feared that if he died, t hey would die. 
One day in a fit of anger he pronounced r et ribution. ''it 's the end of 
the wo rld ! '' He threw hi mself onto t he f loor! 22 

These fan tasie s also emerge when the dying is real and not 
delusional. In a study of near death exoeriences, Kenneth Ring found 
visi ons of world des truction formed a s mall but significant fraction of 
the t otal . Despite thei r compelling vividness and s i milari t y, the time 
frame of these prophecies have already exp ired a nd so must be r egarded 
as psychological and cul t ur a l artifacts of the mi nd conf r onted with 
persona l exitinc tionz3· · 

The fantasy of catas tophe is also a constant in the induced quas i
psychose s created by hallucinogens . Stanislav Grof ha s observed that 
death-rebi r th struggles of the self are a standard f eatur e of LSD 
experiences . He has offered a comprehensi ve portrait of the wide range 
of t he accompanying fa n t asie s under what he terms t he second and t hird 
Bas ic Perinatal Ma tricis which he regards as analogues of the death of 
the foeta l self in the birth trauma. Among the myriad mo t ifs he has 
obse r ved in LSD experiences have been: eart hquakes , volcanoes, 
hurricanes, tornadoes , e l ec trica l storms, gigantic comets and me teors , 
Armageddon e tc. Grof understandabl y regards these subjective 
concomitants of disturbances of intr a uterine life and deat h as the 
''source of schizophrenic experiences and paranoid conditions. 24'' 
_. ~~- -----, •• The association of par anoia and 
~ ~. schizophrenia wi t h ca taclysmic delusions 

· r ~ the f r amework of ohjec t r e lations theory . 
. · -~---~ Schizophrenia and paranoia r esul t from 
·. %1·:- poorly developed ego defences. There i s a 

- I ' pa r en t a 1 figures . Such individuals have 

~ 

1 l 
I 

I I 

1
. t -· f a ilur e to form an identity separate from 

{ egos easily susceptible to fragmentation 
X>.,.,, WY•';;;;:;:,'<&< ;;,;~,.,.,; and a nni hilation in t he f ace of mental 
"'"""" ""' weu. G:>MO. """"" " t Th ' · t 1 d 1 · t · '-"T M« .,. ... ~· ro....., ~,. T~""" raumas. l. S l.n e r na epersona J. sa J.on 
~~~~~ uo..~ is mi rrored in t heir cosmic fears26. 

The pers istent recurrence of end of the world prophecies, tfiu s, can 
laid to the persistence of suffering in the world and the inevitability 
of some fraction of humanity being vulnerable to t rauma on a deeply 
personal level and projecti ng those f ears on t o the external world. 

UFOs a nd the End of the World 
There are few areas of culture wit h the rich diversity of catac l ysmic 
imagery found in the UFO mythos. With the background of t he discussion 
of end of the world psychology, we can illumi na t e now some of t he 
psychodynami c underpinnings o f some aspects of a select number of UFO 
experi ences. 

= Wilhelm Reich was o f ficiall y declared to possess a pa r anoi d nature 
by a prison psychiatris t and informall y colleagues in the Vienna 
psychoanalytic circle regarded him i n that light long befor ez.7 . His 
wi fe separated from him due to irrati onal accusatives of i nfi delJ.ty. In 
the waning years of his l i fe he believed he was i nvolved in a war bei ng 
waged from outer space wi th DOR, a negati ve form of orgone energy he 
defined as "Dead Life Energy •• 28 . UFOs were an agent in the creation of 
a de t eri orating env ironment fi e termed t he 'emo tional desert '. He s aw 
the effect in the destruction of r ocks , trees and fo r ests; the dryi ng 
up of the atmosphere etc . Simultaneous with persecution by the FDA, 
Reich declared s eeing fa r a nd wide a DOR emergency - evidence the War 
of t he Uni verse was on29 • Later he predicted the ''complete destruction 
of the globe of mother eart h :looms on the horizon of t he fu ture.''1o· Of 
Re ich's space- gun a nd cloud- buster adventures i n Arizona, David 
Boadella , his biographe r, r ega rds i t as evi dent his mind had "tumbled 
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beyond r etrieve .'' 31· 
= Even before the events of Communion, Whit l ey Strieber was 

whispering ferven tly about conspiracies and giving t he appearance of 
being 'the quintessential paranoid' . His early life, i t is known, 
conforms perfectly with the recipe for crea ting a paranoid : a trauma 
fi l l ed childhood, a proud and ambi tious family , a fall from grace into 
financial ruin sparking social insights and ridicule, rejections and a 
subsequent withdrawal into himself32 . Strieber 's works of fiction 
r ecurrently deal with apocalyptic tnemes and are sprinkled liberally 
with scenes of people suffering mental disintegra tion . Communion 
echoes not only this compl ementary juxtaposition of themes but even 
has details harking back to these fictional scenes of mental rape . 
Notable is Streiber ' s remarking on the filthiness of the setting of 
the alien horror just as the glittering Night Church- like wand is to 
be placed to his head; this being a clear recycling of a scene i n 
Black Nagic wherein torturers are drilling a hole i n a lady 's head i n 
preparat i on for inserting an electrical needle . She remarks on the 
filthiness of the room in desperation to make them stop and find a 
sterile place . Streiber's awareness of the danger of the needle pose s 
- "You'll ruin a beautiful mind" - is accompanied by and uncertainty 
over whether the beings told him of t his danger34 · 

In the nightmare , the bang and th e fl ash connote an operation to 
his head . In the later hypnosis session, the scene is transformed into 
an image of the wor ld blowing up with a bang and a flash and horns of 
smoke streaming out wards35 · 

= In a UFO-creature encoun ter, Stephen Pulaski meets a Grim Reaper 
entity who reveals the whol e world would burn in 1976 . Pulaski felt 
someone was putting a puzzle in his head . He collapses . Berthold 
Schwarz diagnosed the incident as an acute fugue with furor and 
regarded the end of the world prophecy as an evident projection of 
Pulaski's emotional state at the time of the encounter36 . 

= Brian Scott, recycling a scene from from the movie Killers from 
Space, describes his heart leaving his body37 . It 's not bea ting . He 
also experiences something pulling at his head and he feels his mind 
going]B · Later in the experience he sees explosions and the complete 
annih~lation of the western hemisphere . He predicts this will happen 
i n 2011 . Sco tt' s behaviour around the time of the hypnotic sessions 
was described as extremely erratic . 

= Cecil Nichael fears he has died and come back when aliens force 
an electric magnetic 'third eye' plate through his hair roots into his 
head. He has a vis ion later of a man whose head disappears and whose 
body s tructure undergoes a comple te breakdown . This fo llo'N'ed by a 
visions of the i mmediate fut ure when a glistening white city that is 
peace on earth is vaporised i n a great blinding flash, plunging the 
earth i nto semi-darkness39 . 

= After Antonio Nelso Tasca is sucked int o a UFO he fears he has 
died . He has sensations of constric t ion and oppression, then 
uncontrollable terror. He feels himself go numb. Tasca is warned a 
nuclear war could drive the Earth out of its 'celestial orbit' and 
thereby threaten life on neighbouring worlds and in other 
dimensions40 . 

= Betty Andreasson reveals the aliens are here because the world is 
destroying itsel f . During her encounter they s tick a long silver 
needle up her nose and into her head causing pain, terror, then 
dizziness and desolateness . Later she predicts the Second Coming41 · 

= PLW describes himself as distraught and, once , as paranoid . He 
can't tell how much of a certain feel ing is himself . He is hit by a 
light where his head and spinal cord mee t. Later he experiences a 
moon-t ype landscape, then on that is volcanic, then one like the Red 
Desert. He foresees a world-wide system of disasters ci r ca 1993 
involving fires, quakes, and California falling into the sea42· 
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a John Day is put inside a black beam, a circular field of immense 
blackness, feels himself fainting and pAnics from this fear of passing 
out. His aliens come from Janos, a world that is dying because a rock 
fell from the sky onto a nuclear reactor. This caused a chain reaction 
i n the plane t's network of reactors causing all of them to explode . 
This poisoned the planet and led to the death of mos t of its 
inhabitants43 · 

= Luci lTe Foreman felt a pronounced eerie presence and began to 
exhibit, by her account, unusual behaviour . She sensed the aliens were 
from a dying society that desperately needed to survive4s· 

Thomas Bullard observes that neurological examinations, brains being 
removed physically, or thoughts being extracted are a common motif of 
abductions46 • Regarded as symbolic expressions of ego dissolution these 
scenes reflec t the weak sense of identity that Elizabeth Slater found 
was a common trait of abductees . The presence of somatic distress in 
motifs like dismembermen t, painful attacks on the eyes , joints, 
reproductive organs, the navel , and the like can also be laid to this 
weak sense of identity . Somatic delusions often accompany 
depersonalisation, derealiasat i on, and nihilistic delusions97 . 

Slater's findings of mild paranoia in abductees is equally relevant 
here. As Freud and Frosch point out, hypochondria is a significant 
feature of paranoid psychose s4R· The common appearance of either 
prophecies of cataclysm or images of barren, lifeless, or of grey 
dismal worlds is also remarked upon by Bullard . The link between these 
motifs and paranoia is, by this point, rather difficult to dispute . The 
conclusion that abductions and allied UFO experiences have identifiable 
psychodynamic facts may not bother ufologists - psychology is after all 
rather fuzzy and what's a fe•• disputed cases amid hundreds anyways -
but perhaps it should. 

The Dying World of Ufolo~y 
Perhaps more interestingly than the presence of cataclysmic imagery in 
UFO exneriences, is the many apocalyptic fears exnressed by ufolosists 
over the years . Since, as I have pointed out elsewhere, the history of 
ufology behaves in the manner of a developing pAranoid psychosis, this 
observation is to be expected49. . What folloto~s will be a history of 
the se fears . They will be treatea collectively rather than individually 
in the manner of C.R. Badcock's axiom that ''from the point of view of 
latent content, there is no way of disti nguishing bet1;een individual 
psychopathology and its collective equivalents" so· One expects these 
fears to be most dominant in the early years of ufology particularly as 
it reaches the hypochondriac stage with its accompanying fears of death 
followed by a diminution after reintegration of the self , a process 
that can be said to have begun around 1974 in the UFO movement 51 . 

All three of the f irs t round of saucer authors from 1950 expressed 
cataclysmic fears. Gerald Heard, famed friend of Aldous Huxley and the 
mystically bent author of scientific romances, penned a speculative 
work on the "wildlier than we will ever grasp " Riddle of the Flying 
Saucers, which expressed fears Earth might A-bomb itself to dust or 
accidentally stimulate the Sun into becoming a nova 52 . Frank Scully 
believed visitors from other worlds were capable of d~sintegrating our 
whole planet by means of "magnetic fission" . He thought it would be a 
good idea if we learned to be polite53 . In The Plying Saucers Are Real, 
Donald Keyhoe exnressed fantastic concerns that a super-atomic bomb or 
several such bombs set off at once could knock the earth out of its 
orbit. He pointed to Velikovsky' s lvorlds in Collision as a portrait of 
the ensuing chaos that could be wrought. It might even be such 
suspicions that led other 'solar-planet races' t o our world . Keyhoe 
also feared H-bombs might knock a huge chunk out of the earth with 
unpredictable resul tss4· 

In his next book Fl in repeated 
many of these same would 
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stage a mass A- bomb attack in 1954 . In this book he also presented 
W.C . Odells theory that saucers came from a dying planet 55 . Later 
books by Keyhoe would continue to present Odell's t~eory in a 
favourab le light while his ot~er cataclysmic scenarios became 
downplayed56 . 

In 1955 Harold T. Wilkins came forward with a collec tion of signs 
and portent s titled Flyi ng Saucers Uncenso red. He concluded saucers 
were patro l ling Earth because man had begun unleashing ''cosmoplastic 
powers '' which were crystallizing the Earth' s outer crust as evidenced 
in great earthquakes. Earth's gravest hour now approached as Satanic 
Lithium bombs threatened to turn Earth into a flaming nova which, in 
turn, would upset the etheric "fourth-dimensional worlds in space"s7 · 

In 1958 Aime Michel meditated over the patterns made by UFO 
sightings on maos and fretted that UFO contact would be "the greatest 
catastrophe in human his t ory." Superior beings might exterminate us 
because of our inferior ethics . At minimum there would be chaos in 
religion and a s tunting of our intellectual development . 
Understandably he expres s~d his concern in the moving sentiment "lfuy 
does this sword of Damocles hang over our heads, year after year, 
without falling''s8· 

Before suiciding in 1959, Morris K. 
Jessup predicted either a pole shift, a 
cosmic storm, or atomic holocaust would 
befall the earth between 1950 and 
19R059 . 

Tne sixt ies were an especially manic 
time for ufology . Coral Lorenzen 
believed UFOs embodied an urgency tha t 
defied expressi on, but 1 ike ned it to 
Pearl Harbour and exrressed the opinion 
things would climax by the end of 
196860· In a book published in 1969 
written by the Lorenzons is a teaser 
reading "Is the Earth facing a crisis? 
Science bears frightening witness to 
the possibility of impending 
cataclysmic change in the earth's 
surface." This refers to comments in 
the text which r efer to the wo rks of 
Velikovsky and the possibility that 

there may ''soon" be violent changes in t~e earth's crust. T~ey 
speculate UFOs may be here to observe this event . They also point out 
that some people, not themselves, believed IJFOs were causing seismic 
activity6l · James McDonald , a leading figure of the period, also 
believed the UFO issue would soon ''blow wide open"6z· In 1971 McDonald 
spoke before Congress about concerns he had that water vapour from the 
exhausts of SSTs could harm the ozone layer. The notion alarmed 
environmenta l groups, but it was soundly refuted during a two-day· 
scientific conference on the subject in March 1971 . It vas later 
completely disproven as present day ozone crisis researchers are quick 
to point out63· McDonald suicided in June . 

The pop~ar UFO author Frank Edwards insisted, in 1966, ultimate 
contact tvas imminent6z. Joan Whritenour with Brad Steiger asked "Must 
We Prepare For a War of the Worlds?" and quoted a Flying Saucer Review 
editorial 'Danger from the Stars?' about every government of the world 
being brought down when the public panics from thP. truth about 
saucers65· George Fawcett thought the UFO problem had become explosive, 
out of control, and portended "a real disaster beyond all 
imagination• 66 . 

Alarmed by the 1966 Flap, John Keel claimed UFOs might be engaged in 
a massive final stage of operations67• After b~eaking with the ETH, 
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Keel still maintained we were in the final stages of something of 
cosmic proportions. He predicted the 70s would be filled with violence 
as a final generation of children restructured society . He fantasised 
how puzzl ed aliens in the far future would be when they finally 
arrived and sRw our burnt-out cinder of a plane t 6a· 

Brinsley le Poer Trench, an ex-editor of Flying Saucer Review, 
opined in his '71 book Mysterious Visitors there were signs t~e saucer 
saga was near a denouement . he discussed a variety of doomsday 
prophecies and concarns like degenerating mo rals, overpopulation , 
famines, earthquakes, Armageddon and world-wide catastrophes. He did 
hedge enough to grant we might instead ex~erience a Tremendous 
Tomorrow among the stars69 . He offered a rather gloomier asse ssment in 
Secret of the Ages by expecting a climatic final confrontation between 
Good and Evil involving denizens of the inner earth . Our planet would 
at least be cleansed in the process70 · 

Peter Rogerson, in 1971, proclaimed the UFO a symbol of our 
burgeoning irrationality signifying the collapse of civilisation 
"because 300 years of scholarship 11as incapable of overcoming the 
darkness of primaeval night, when it came to t~e crunch." 71 . Jerome 
Clark and Loren Coleman in the '75 classic The Unidentified similarly 
saw civilisation plunging deeper into the abyss and the "imminent 
collapse of all our familiar institutions"72 · 

Otto Binder, in 1974 , predi c ted the who~esale annihilation of the 
human race by rampaging natural forces in the all too near future73 · 

Since the mid- seventies these fears have nearly ceased. The only 
figure of any promin~nce to emerge with similar concerns was Jenny 
Randles . She has had frequent nightmares of Armageddon se t i n the 
1990s74 . She also once speculated in 1981 that close encounters derive 
from psychic energy rippling back through time from a nuclear 
Armageddon75 . 

One could also cite the Judgement Day fears of the famed, ye t 
somehow little known, George Andret~s if one isn ' t too choosy76 . 

If we take as our definition of psychosis a habitually faulty 
ability to discern reality, this history of error constitutes an 
indictment for ufology being a pathological science i n a more literal 
sense than Irving Langmuir could ever have meant when he coi ned the 
phrase7 7 . It is a record of passionate errors which should not be 
forgotten even if the era of apocalyptophilia is now gone. Ours is now 
an era of conspiracies which are rooted in the same system of 
psychologi cal defences t hat brought us these irrational fears . These 
deep scars will not go away with the marshalling of arguments or 
evidence . They fulfil a deep personal need for cosmic meaning and 
self-expression. lhth time the conspiracies will be supplanted by 
delusions of grandeur, high mission, and fantasies of world 
r econstruction78 . I ndeed, some world reconstruction fa nt asies have 
alr eady appeared79 . The years to come will be worth watching as 
society confronts these new claims on its attention . 

Questioning the UFO mythos in this manner raises uncomfortable 
ethical dilemmas. l~he n one successfully eliminates the psychological 
defences erected in paranoia, you open some people up to suffer 
depression and loss of meaning80 . This is not an abstract concern . 
lfuen the hero of Middle ufology, Allen H. Greenfield, abandoned UFO 
belief he found himself floating around i n a depression fo r a long 
timeal · St ripped of the vision of the UFO mythos o t hers might cloak 
t hemselves in more har mful, more political delusions. Should one 
follow the Hippocratic dictum to do no harm or should one choose to 
fight self-deception and damn t he consequences? 

If t ruth is not t he higher aspiration, I have then mis judgen my 
imperatives i n presenting these observations. Perhaps it would be 
proper to make a gesture to a!>pease those who I feel I should have 
taken the other course and kept my mouth shut. Let me tack on a health 
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warning to 
reject the 

ufologists and 
conclusion of 

warn them, urge 
this paper. Watch 

them, insist 
your step . 

they should 
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